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In this paper we introduce the notion of weak convergence for random sets in a 
separable Banach space. We study its properties. we prove some weak completeness 
results, a Dunford-Pettis type compactness theorem. and an analog of Marur’s 
lemma. Then we present some applications on set valued submartingales, on 
approximation theory, and on infinite dimensional control systems. 1’ 1992 AcndcnK 
Press. 1nc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade the subject of convergence of sets has been investigated 
extensively in connection with various problems in optimization, optimal 
control, mathematical economics, and mathematical physics. The works of 
Artstein [l], Kuratowski [9], Mosco [lo], Salinetti and Wets [16, 171, 
and Wisjman [21], trace the development of the theory and the applica- 
tions of set convergence. 
The present paper was motivated from the work of Artstein [ 11, who 
introduced the notion of weak L’-convergence for integrable R”-valued 
multifunctions. Here we extend this notion to Banach space valued multi- 
functions, we also define pointwise weak convergence, and examine their 
properties. We establish some weak completeness results, a Dunford-Pettis 
type compactness theorem, and an analog of Mazur’s lemma. Then we 
present some applications from approximation theory and optimal control. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, Z, p) be a complete, finite measure space and X a separable 
Banach space. We will be using the following notations: 
Pfc,.)(X) = {A G X: nonempty, closed, (convex)} 
* Revised version. 
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and 
Pc,V,k,c.,(X) = {A c X: nonempty, (bc-)compact, (convex)}. 
A multifunction (set valued function) f: Q + P,-(X) is said to be 
measurable (“random set”), if for every 2 E X the function o -+ d( 2, F(o)) = 
inf(llz --XII: .YEF(o)~, is measurable. This is equivalent to saying that 
Gr F= ((co, .u)~.Qx X: XE F(o)) EZX B(X), where B(X) is the Bore1 
a-field of X (graph measurability) or that there exist f,,: 52 -+ X, n 3 1, 
measurable functions s.t. F(w) =cl{f,,(w)j,,. , for all ~~52. For details we 
refer to the survey paper of Wagner [20]. By SL. we will denote the set of 
all selectors of F( . ) that belong in the Lebesgue-Bochner space L’(X), i.e., 
SL= {.f~ L’(X):.f(co)~ F(a) p-a.e.}. It is easy to check using Aumann’s 
selection theorem (see Wagner [20]), that SL- is nonempty if and only if 
o + inf{ Il?cll : .X E F(o)), belongs in L\ In particular Sk is nonempty, if 
F( .) is “integrably bounded,” i.e., F( .) is measurable and o + IF(w)l = 
sup{ llxll : XE F(w)} EL:. Using Sk we can define a set valued integral for 
F( .), by setting In F(w) &(o) = (j,f(w) dp(w):f~ $1. 
For any nonempty subset A of X we define its “support function” 
c.4 . .X*+@=Ru{+xj., by o,4(.u*)=sup((.~*,.~):~~yEA)-, where (.,.) 
denotes the duality brackets for the pair (X, X*). A multifunction 
M: Z -+ P,,.,,.(X) is said to be a multimeasure (set valued measure), if for 
every x* E X*, A -+ 0 M,A J-K*) is a signed measure. 
Also let Z,, be a complete sub-o-field of C and F: 52 -+ P,.,c,(X) a 
Z-measurable multifunction s.t. Sk # @. Its set valued conditional expecta- 
tion with respect to the sub-a-field Z, is defined to be the C,-measurable 
multifunction EzoF: Q + P,.(,.,(X) s.t. Sk+ = cl EZoSk, the closure taken in 
L’(X, Z,). If F( .) is integrably bounded, then so is E=“F( .). For details we 
refer to Hiai and Umegaki [S]. 
Let {A,, A} na, c P,(X). We will say that the A,‘s weakly converge to A, 
denoted by A,& A, if and only if for all .Y*EX*, ~A.(~~*)-+d,4(~~*) as 
n + xj. Clearly the weak limit A is unique up to convex hull (recall that the 
support function recovers the convex hull of a set ). So if A is convex, then 
this is the unique weak limit of the A,t’s. By P’>(c,(X) (resp. Y:,.,,,,.,(X)), 
we will denote all P,,,.,(X) (resp. P:w,,k(c, (X))-valued multifunctions that are 
integrably bounded. Let {F,, F),, >, E Y;:-(X). We will say that the F,,‘s 
converge weakly to Fin L;(X), denoted by F,, * Fin P’:(X), if and only 
if for all x*( .) E L=(X,T.) = [L’(X)]* (Dinculeanu-Foias theorem), 
s R ~F”(,,(*~*(~)) 4(w) -+ jn 87 F,,,(~u*(o)) &(a). Again it is easy to see that 
the limit is unique within convex hull. 
Another mode of set convergence that has important applications in 
several areas of mathematics is the “Kuratowski-Mosco” convergence 
of sets. Let {A,,, A} na,~P,-(X). We define s-bA,,={x~A:x= 
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s-lim .xn, -K,~ E An, n 3 I} (here s denotes the strong topology on X) and 
- 
w-hm A, = (X = w-lim x,,~ E A,,,, n, <n,< ... <nk< ... ) (here w  denotes 
the weak topology on X). We say that the A.‘s converge to A in the 
Kuratowski-Mosco sense, denoted by A,, K--M A if and only if 
- 
w-hm A,, = A = s-l& A,. From Theorem 4.6 of [ 121 we know that if X is 
reflexive and sup,, a , ]A,,1 < CC, then K- M convergence of the A,,‘s implies 
weak convergence, while the converse is not in general true (see the remark 
following Theorem 4.6 in [ 121). In nonreflexive infinite dimensional 
Banach spaces, the two notions are not comparable since the K-M 
convergence is related to the epigraphical convergence of the support 
functions, which is disjoint from the classical pointwise convergence (see 
Mosco [lo] and Salinetti and Wets [ 161). In this paper under additional 
hypotheses on the multifunctions F,, and F we will present a situation, 
where weak convergence in L)(X), imples K- A4 convergence of the 
corresponding set valued integrals. 
3. PROPERTIES OF WEAK CONVERGENCE 
For the rest of this paper (8, ,E;, p) will be as before a complete, finite 
measure space and X a separable Banach space. 
THEOREM 3.1. rf (F,,,F),,~,~4aa.k,.(X), {IF,,(.)I},,,, is uniformly 
integrable and F,,(w) ‘1, F(o) p-a.e. then SL”-“i SL and .for ai/ 
AEZ~,~ F,L s,4 F. 
Proof From Proposition 3.1 and its corollary in [ 111, we know that 
cs:,, W,l3 I c PW,k<(L’(W) are and for all AEC, {jAF,,fA F)n3,~ 
Pwkr(X). 
Using Theorem 2.2 of Hiai and Umegaki [S], for every x*( .) E L”(x$) 
we have 
0,$x*, = sup (x*, f‘) = sup 
I (-u*(o), f(o)) d/do) .I 6 s:, .rs s:. 0 
=I 
sup (s*(o), X) d,u(o) 
Q XE F.(w) 
and similarly a,;(~*) = Jn a,,,(.u*(w)) d,u(o). 
But by hypothesis o~~,,,(x*(QJ)) + fl,&*(o)) wa.e., while 
10 Fn~w~(x*(~))I d II-y*ll % IF,,(o)1 p-a.e. 3 {G~.(.u*( .))},,, , is uniformly 
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integrable. Invoking the “extended dominated convergence theorem” we 
get that ~~,,.,(x*( .)) + o~,.,(x*( .)) in L’(a) 
Since .u*( .)E L”(X,T.) was arbitrary, we get that St,---% SL. 
Next, if we take X*(W) = xa(w)x* with A EZ and x* E X*, we have 
SAU .qo,b*) 440~) + !A [T~(~,(x*) dp(w). But from Proposition 2.1 of [13], 
we know that IA ~F,,m,(.~*) dp(o) = c~,~~(.Y*) and lA (T~~~,(,Y*) dp(w) = 
~f,~(x*) -+ aj,J(.u*) for all x* E X* *JA F,, --S jA F. Q.E.D. 
Under some stronger hypotheses on the random sets, the weak limit F( .) 
can be related to the weak limit superior of the sequence. 
THEOREM 3.2. rf’ If’,, F},l>, G cY’$t’), F,(o) E W(o) p-a.e. with 
W(U)E P,&X) for all OEQ and F,,(o) -% F(o) p-a.e. then F(o) = - - 
conv w-hm F,,(o) p-m. 
Proof By hypothesis for every I* E X*, we have o~,(~,(x*) + o~(,,,)(.x*) 
p-a.e. This combined with Proposition 4.1 of [ 121 gives us that 
conv W-L F,(o) z F(o) p-a.e. (1) 
But note that W-E F,,(w) E P,,+(X) and by the Krein-Smulian theorem 
(see Diestel and Uhl [S, Theorem 11, p. 551]), we have that conv - 
w-hm F,,(w) E P,,.,,(X). Invoking Proposition 6.3.9 of Hess [7], we have 
that o + cOnv w-lim F,,(o) is measurable. Furthermore from the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 in [ 121, we have for all .x*( .) E L”(X$) 
From Theorem 3.1 we know that &c,;~(.Y*) = a,;(~*). So finally we 
have 
a,;(x*)QT,L - (x*) Eon” w-lm F” 
*s:=&,.,,. n 
a F(o) E conv w-G F,(o) p-a.e. (2) 
- 
From (1) and (2) above, we conclude that F(o) =cOnv w-hm F,(w) 
,u-a.e. Q.E.D. 
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4. WEAK COMPLETENESS 
We will say that a sequence {A n ),, a , E Pf,(X) is “weakly Cauchy”, 
if for all x* EX*, (G~,(x*)~,~>, is Cauchy. Similarly we will say 
that {F,,} n z 1 G =Y:,(X) is “weakly Cauchy in Y:,.(X),” if for all 
-U*(.)EL”(X,T.), (a,n(.,(X*(*));~.>l is weakly Cauchy m L’(Q). The next 
two theorems establish the “weak completeness” of certain classes of 
random sets. 
Our first result reads as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. If F,,: Q + Plc( X) are measurable multifunctions s.t. 
F,,(w)G W(o) p-a.e. with W(W)E P,,&X) for all UEQ and {F,(o)},~, is 
p-a.e. weakly Cauchl?, then there exists F: R + P&X) measurable ss. 
F(w) c W(o>) p-a.e. and F,Jw) ---G F(o) p-a.e. 
Proof: Let NE Z, p(N) = 0 be such that for every oeR\N, 
F,(u)z W(o) and {J’,~(u)~,,.~ is weakly Cauchy. Then by definition for 
every X* E X*, (~F,(w,(x*)},~ I is Cauchy. So gF,(wJx*) -+ d(o, x*). 
Clearly d( ., x*) is measurable on a’\N (being the pointwise limit of 
measurable functions) and #(a, .) is sublinear. For every o ER, consider 
the set Q(w) = conv[ W(w) u ( - W(u))] E Pn,kc(X). From the Krein- 
Smulian theorem we know that for every UER, W(U)E P,,+,(X) and 
furthermore it is symmetric. So we have l&u, .x*)1 <<o,+,~,(x*) for all 
(co, x*) E (RjN) x X*. Recall that (T+.,~,( .) is m-continuous, where m 
stands for the Mackey m(X*, X)-topology. So b(u, . ) is m-continuous and 
sublinear. From Theorem II-16 of Castaing and Valadier [3], we know 
that for every 0) E~‘\,N, p(N) = 0 there exists F(u) E q,=(X) s.t. &u, .u*) = 
o~,~,,(x*), X* E A’*. Since 4(u, .) is m-continuous, Theorem 6.3.9, p. 347 of 
Laurent [22] tells us that for all WE sZ\N, F(u) E P&X). Thus for every 
u E Q\,N, we can find F(u) E P,&X) s.t. b(u, x*) = crftw,(-~*), x* E A’*. Set 
F(o)= (0) for WE N. Then since w+cr F,w,(s*) is measurable, we have 
that u + F(u) is measurable, F(u)c W(u) p-a.e., and F,(u)L F(u) 
,u-a.e. Q.E.D. 
From the above proof, it is clear that in what follows we can be taking 
the bounding multifunction W( . ) to be symmetric valued. 
We have an analogous result for the weak convergence in Y,‘,+JX). 
THEOREM 4.2. If both X, X* have the RNP (Radon-Nikodym Property), 
F,, : Q + P,,,,JX) are measurable multifunctions s.t. F,(u) E W(u) p-a.e. with 
W: 52 + P,& X) integrably bounded and {F,,}, a I is weakly Cauchy in 
Yi,kc(X), then there exists F: Q -+ P,,,,JX) measurable multifunction s.t. 
F(u) E W(u) p-a.e. and F,, “-, F in 6PL,,JX). 
509’1642-18 
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Proof: Let Z* E X* and A E Z. From Proposition 2.1 of [ 131, we have 
GjA F,,(z*) = j.4 OF,Aru) (z*) &(w) -+ &A, :*). Clearly &A, .) is sublinear and 
(&A, z*)I 60~,~,(;*). Since j.4 WE P,,.k,(X) (see the corollary to Proposi- 
tion 3.1 in [ 1 l]), we have that of4 rr.( . ) is nz-continuous. Hence 4(A, . ) 
is m-continuous. Hence there exists M(A) E P,,k,(X) s.t. &A, z*) = 
crM,Aj(~*). From Nikodym’s convergence theorem (see Dunford and 
Schwartz [6, Corollary 4, p. 180]), we know that A +&A, z*) = o.~~,~,(z*) 
is a signed measure, thus M( ) is a multimeasure. Invoking Theorem 3 
of Costt [4], we get F: 52 -+ P,,.k,(X) integrably bounded s.t. 
MV)=~.~ F(o)44w) f or all AEZ. So for all (A,z*)~zxX*, we 
have J.4 ~Fn,~~l~(=*) 440) -, jA ~Ftcol (z*)dp(o). Next let .Y*EL’(X,~~.) 
be countably valued, i.e., X*(O) = x,T’=, z~x~~(w), with Z: E X*, 
C-*\ kLk ,kaL bounded, and A, E 2’. Let s,, = xp=, fAI dF ,,,,,, )(z$) &(w), 
3::’ = Ix;= I s ‘44 OF,l”,) ‘k (-*)&(u). s = E.k’= , j.4k oFIcu,(=k*) dp(o), and 3”’ = 
CT= I SAli ~FlWl (z:) &(w). Then s;: -+ s”’ as n+(x and s”‘+s as m+rX;. 
By diagonalization we get nz( 1) < nz(2) 6 ... d m(n) 6 ... s.t. s:‘~’ + s as 
n + ;xj. Then 1s - s,~( < 1s -s;“‘)l + Is;“‘~ - s,,I. Observe that Is - sT(~‘I + 0. 
Also b:(“-~,,l = I~~=,,l,,,I+,S.4,,~F,,w)(=k*) Mo)l ~~kr=,n,,r~+, j,+ ~w,u,,(~k*) 
&(w)~Ck=m,,r,+I IW(o)l. L-+0 as n+rj, L=supkD, ll~k*ll. So s,+s. 
Hence 
J aFn,,,,(*~*(w)) 440) = 1 f X/h(W) OF”,&*) 440) R Rk=l 
= s,, + s = s aF,c,,(.y*(o)) 4(w) as n+,x. R 
Now recall that any .Y*(.)EL”(X*)= [L’(X)]* (since X* has the 
RNP) can be approximated uniformly by countably valued measurable 
functions (see Diestel and Uhl [S, Corollary 3, p. 421). So by a 
simple density argument we conclude that for all x*( . ) E L “(X*), 
In aFn,,,(-x*(o)) 440) -, Jn o,,,,,b*(o)) b(w) as 
u!,,,.(x). 
n -+ 8% *F,, ‘;o”, k 
. . 
5. A WEAK COMPACTNESS RESULT 
In this section we prove a multivalued analog of the well known 
Dunford-Pettis \+compactness criterion for L’(Q). 
THEOREM 5.1. Zf X * is separable, F,, : Q + P&X) are measurable multi- 
functions s.t. F,,(o) c W(w) p-a.e. kth W: B + Pn,kc(X) integrably bounded, 
rcith symmetric values, then there exists F: 52 -+ P,,&(X) a measurable multi- 
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.function s.t. F(w) c W(w) p-a.e. and a subsequence IF,,, lk2, s.t. F,,, A F 
in Yfr,(X). 
Prooj Let D,* be a countable, strongly dense subset of X*. Let 
D*= {CZ,, A,z,*:n> 1, &EC& zz ED,*}. Enumerate the elements of D*, 
i.e., D*= {z;jk2,. From the classical Dunford-Pettis compactness 
criterion, we know that { rrFfl,. ,(z:)),, b, is relatively sequentially rc-compact 
in L’(Q). So we can find a subsequence (denoted for economy in the 
notation by the same index) s.t. for all A EL, j.4 CJ~~,~,,)(::) dp(o)= 
aJ.,&I*) +&A, =?I. 
A new application of the Dunford-Pettis theorem produces a further 
subsequence (again denoted by the same index) s.t. for all A EZ, 
La ~,,w,W d/do) = al&I: I+ 4(A 2 ). We continue this way deriving 
sub-sub-subsequences. Then by a standard diagonal process, we get 
a final subsequence of the original sequence s.t. for ail Z*E D*. 
SA a Fnlc,,,(:*) dAm)=aj,,F,(:*) + &A- z*). 
Because of the sublinearity of the support function, for any z*, z*’ ED* 
we have 
Iaj,t;,(c*)I - aj,F,(:*‘)l d a14u.(--* -z*‘) 3 I&A, z*) -&A, :*‘)I 
Qai.a.(:*-:*‘)G~[,4 WI. iI*--=*‘I/. 
From this inequality we deduce that &A, .) is uniformly continuous on 
D* which we know is strongly dense in X*. Hence there exists a unique 
strongly continuous extension $(A, .) of d(A, . ) on all of X*. It is clear that 
for all z*, z*’ ED* and ~EQ we have ~(A,=*+=*‘)d~(A,z*)+~(A,=*‘) 
and &A, AZ*) = @(A, z*), A E Z. Then by an easy density argument we 
deduce that &A, .) is sublinear and furthermore observe that J&A, z*)l < 
ajaW( From [ 1 I] we know that srl WE P,,,JX). So aj4,{,(. ) is m-con- 
tinuous and thus &A, .) is m-continuous too. Hence there exists 
M(A) E PI&X) s.t. &A, z*) = aMIA,(T*) for all ;* E X*. 
Now let Z* E X*. Then we can find {~zl,,,, , ED* s.t. z,:; L-r z*. We 
have 
&A, 2:) -+ 40, z* 1 as m+cc. 
By diagonalization we can find an increasing sequence n -+ m(n) s.t. 
aj,Fn(C,,,) + &(A =*I as n+‘;c. 
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Then for any (A, Z* ) E Z x X*, we have 
Note that lojAFn(;*) - ~j,4~,,(-rl;(,l))l 6 ~~,4d:*-2,,z,) -+ 0, w,“,:: 
from the construction of the sequence n + m(n), we 
l~j,F,(C,,,,) - ~M,Ad=*)I + 0 as n -+ a. So finally for all (A, r*) E C x X*, 
we have rrSrF,(~*) = j,4 (T~~,~,,)(z*) tip(w) -+ o,~~(.~,(z*). By Nikodym’s 
theorem we deduce that g,+<(. ,(:*) is a signed measure * M( .) is a multi- 
measure. Apply Theorem 3 of Coste [4], to get F: Sz + P,,+JX) integrably 
bounded s.t. F(o) c W’(w) p-a.e. and M(A) = j,4 F(u) d/~(w). Therefore for 
all (-4, z*) E Z x X*, we have 
aj4Fn(- -* 1 = i, cJF,,WI (=*I 440) + c-Jj4Fn(’ 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.2, by exploiting the density of countably 
valued functions in L’(X*) = [I.‘(X)]* (since X* is separable), we 
conclude that F,, L Fin Yk.kc(X). Q.E.D. 
6. AN ANALOGOF MAZUR'S LEMMA 
The well known Mazur’s lemma tells us that if ( +rn, I’),,~ r is a sequence 
in a Banach space and J,, * J, then we can produce a sequence (z,, >,, a, 
consisting of convex combinations of the yn’s st. zn -+ ~1. In this section 
we present a multivalued analog of this useful result. 
Recall (see Hiai and Umegaki [8]), that on Y;-(X), we can define a 
metric by setting d(F, G) = jn h(F(o), G(o)) &(w). Here h( ., .) denotes 
the Hausdorff metric on P,.(X). It is easy to check that Y)>(X) and U:,(X) 
are closed subsets of (Y-j.(X), d). 
THEOREM 6.1. If (~2, Z, p) is also separable and nonatomic, 
IF,,, F) n2, sYk,(X) F,,a F in Y:,(X) and F,(w)c W(w) p-a.e. with 
WE UL,( X) then there exists a sequence {G,, >,, a L s Z:,(X) xt. G,,(o) = 
~&L~F,,+k(o) with Lf:20, C,“=,Jf:= 1, and A(G,,F)+O as n-+x. 
Proof. Since F,, F are P,,(X)-valued, from the Banach-Dieudonne 
theorem (see Bourbaki [2]), we have that for every o E 52, {an,,,,( .) lna r c 
C(B$), where Bz* denotes the closed unit ball in X*, endowed with the 
iv*-topology. Since X is separable, B$. is compact metrizable. Let 
u,,:Q--+C(B$), nil, and u:sZ + C( B$ ) be defined by u,,( o)( . ) = 
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o~,,,~,,,(.) and u(w)( .)= gF,<,,,( .), respectively. Observe that {I(,, u),~, c 
L’(R, C(Bz.)). From the Riesz representation theorem, we know that 
C(Bz.)* = M( B,1:.) = bounded Bore1 measures. 
Note that for every na 1, we have I~~,,,m)(.~*)-~F,(w,(~~*)I < 
6M^‘(,,,,(.Y* - :* ) a.e. .Y*, Z* E B*, @(co) = EEiV[ W(o) u (- W(w))] E P,JX). 
So applying Theorem 14, p. 269, of Dunford and Schwartz [6], we deduce 
that for ,u-almost all o EQ(o~~,,,,,( .) = u,,(w)( .)>i:, , is weakly compact in 
C( Bz.). Hence Proposition 3.1 of [ 1 l] tells us that for some subsequence 
.(%~3,,C>, of I4~,W we will have u,,. II ri in L’(f2, C(Bz.)). Note that 
since F,, --% F in U:,(X), from the proof of Theorem 4.2, we know that 
for every s* : Q + Bz, measurable and for A E Z we have 
J u,*~(w)(s*(w)) Lip(o) 4 
= (u,,,, I.4 6,*), +J,, u(Q~)(x*(~)) &(w)= (4 XA a.*,,. 
where 6,, is the transition probability concentrated on x*( . ). So we have 
(a, xA 6,.), = (u, xA a.,.),. Let K>O and define 
H(K)= .(~?~EM(B~.)+:~(B~.)~KJ. 
Denote by S,,,, the set of all measurable m: Q -+ M(B$) (the latter 
endowed with the weak (narrow) topology) s.t. for every ~ESZ, 
m(o) E H(K). From Alaoglu’s theorem, we know S,,,, is a br*-compact 
and convex subset of L”(Q, M(B,T.)) = L’(Q, C(Bz,))*. But from the 
remark on p. 142 of Castaing and Valadier [3], we know that S,(,,= 
ext S,,,,“” = S,,,,,,,“” in L” (Q, M( B,T.)) (the second equality follows 
from Theorem W-15, p. 109, of Castaing and Valadier [3]). But we know 
(see, for example, Holmes [23, p. 81 I), that ext H(K) = (Kd,.: x* E X*, 
Il.~*ll 6 1) u (0). Note that the rr*-topology on SH,RI~ L”(Q, M(B$)) is 
metrizable since L’(f2, C(Bz.)) is separable (this is true since both 
(Q, Z, cc) and Bz, are separable). So given m eSHfK, we can find 
tnk : Q + ext H(K) measurable s.t. nzk -% m. Note that mk = xA,K 6,;, ,, 
X: : R + Bz. measurable, and A, E Z. Hence we have 
(4 mk)o= (4 X/t$.v;h= (& ~,&.,;h 
= (ri, mk)O * (u, m). = (ti, m)o. 
Since K>O and mESHtK, were arbitrary, we have (u, m). = (ti, m). for 
all mELx(Q,M(Bz.))+. But recall that L”(Q,M(B~.))=L”(Q,M(B~.))+ 
-L”(Q, M(B$))+. So (~,m),=(ri,m), for all mELr(Q,M(B~.))a 
u = ti. So u,, L u in L’(Q, C(Bz.)). Invoking the classical Mazur’s lemma, 
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we get 1:20, ~~=,~~= 1, and I’,,=~~=~ ~ZU,,+~ s.t. I!,~ A u in 
L’(C(B$)). Hence 
Set G,,(o) = x,“- o liF,,( Q). Clearly G,,( . ) E U A,.( X). We have 
=! SUP ll~,~,,,,L~*) -oF,w,(-y*)ll h(o) R Ila’ll s I 
= J NC,,(o), F(w)) dp(w) = d(G,,, F) + 0 
as ir + ‘Y-). 
R 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. The boundedness hypothesis in Theorem 6.1 is automatically 
satisfied if there exists WE U:,(X) with symmetric values s.t. F,(w) L W(w) 
p-a.e. In this case &w, x*) = ~,t.,~,,,(.~*). 
7. RELATION WITH THE K-M CONVERGENCE 
We want to find out under what conditions, weak convergence of 
random sets implies the K- M convergence (see Section 2 for definitions). 
A crucial step in that direction is the following result, which is also inter- 
esting in its own. As always (Q, Z, p) is complete and finite. 
THEOREM 7.1. If‘ (F,,, F\ In2L G U:,(X) F,,(w) G W(o) p-m. irith 
WE Y:<(X) and F,, L F in U:,(X), then for eoery f E Sk, there exist 
f,,~Sk;,, n21, s.t..for all AEC, j.4j;,AJA.f 
Proof First assume Z is separable. We will show that for all AEL, 
jA F, A j/, F, where h( ., .) denotes the Hausdorff metric on P,.(X). Since 
by hypothesis F,, A F in Z:,.(X), for every (A, x*) E Z x X*, we have 
that ~J~~~(-x*) = jn ~Fnlw,(d~* ) 4(w) -, jA ~Fl,,,(-y*) h(w) = ~J~A+Y* ). From 
Radstrom’s embedding theorem (see, for example, Hiai and Umegaki [S] ), 
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we know that fA F,l, JA FE PAW SO {aj,F,,(. ), cjA,4. I),, 21 G C(Bf$ L 
Also for every XT, X: E X*. we have 
where as before fi(~)=cOnv[B’(w)u(-IV(o))] and I@(.)EY:,.(X) 
(Mazur’s theorem, see Diestel and Uhl [ 5, Theorem 12, p. 5 11). So 
jA l@e Pkr( w  =ejnd.( .) E C(Bz.). Hence (ej<p”( .)},Za, is equicontinuous 
and bounded in C(B$). Invoking the ArzelaaAscoli theorem we can 
conclude that aj,41( .) + af,,j. ) uniformy on B,T. and so j,A F,, --% j,4 F for 
every AEL’. 
We can find an increasing sequence of partition {P,,z),,,,2, of Sz s.t. 
dUm>l P,,) = Z. Since for all A E Z, j4 F,, A IA F, we can find n,(m) st. 
for n>n,(m) we have k(JAmk F,,,jA,np F)< l/m IP,,,I for all k= 1, 2, . . . . IP,,l. 
Hence d(J,_,f, jA,,L F,,) < I/m (P,,I. Recalling that jA,, F,, E P,;((X) and 
using the definition of the set valued integral, we can find Jiln, E S:,, 
n>,n,(m) s.t. IISA,If-5,4,,Lf,,,,rI/ 6 l/m lP,,l. So if A is a union of elements 
in P,,, , we will have 
Without any loss of generality assume that m -*n,(m) is increasing. 
Define f,, E Sk” by seting J, = f,,,, if n,(m) < n < n,(m + 1). Then for every 
finite union of elements in ( P,,,jm >, we have s,4 f, A jA f: Since 
dun,> I P,,) = Z we conclude that for all A E .Z, s,4 f,, A jA f as n + K’. 
Finally we remove the hypothesis that Z is separable. Since X is 
separable, we can apply Lemma 3, p. 167, of Arkin and Evstigneev [24] 
and get Z,, a separable sub-o-field of Z, so that F,,, F, and f are all 
C, measurable. From the first part of the proof we can find f, E Skn, 
Z,-measurable s.t. JA f, A jAf for all .~EC,. Then for AEZ, 
SAfn=SRXAfn=SRfnEZoXA~jnfEZuX.4=S.~f: Q.E.D. 
Now we can determine when it’-convergence implies K - M convergence. 
THEOREM 7.2. Zf (Q, Z, p) Is as before {F,, F).,,,, c U;,(X), F,,(~)E 
W(w) p-a.e. uith W( . ) E U:,.(X), and F,, ---S F in Yip<(X), then .for all 
A~~,j,F,,~s.~Fasn~lr~. 
Proof: Let XE l.4 F. From the definition of the set valued integral, we 
know that there exist f,, E SL” s.t. .Y,~ = j,4 f,,(w) dp(w) + j,4 f(w) dp(w) = s. 
So we have 
s F(o) dp(w) c s-b F,,(w) d,u(w). .A s A (1) 
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On the other hand from the definition of ul-convergence for all ?c* E X* 
we have o~~~,(.u*) + o~+~(x*) for all I* E X *. Then Proposition 4.1 of [ 121 
tells us that 
From ( 1) and (2 ) above we deduce that j.4 F,, = jA F. Q.E.D. 
We will close this section with another result concerning the behavior of 
the integrable selectors of a weakly convergent in Y-it(X) sequence of 
random sets. 
THEOREM 7.3. rf IF,,, Fj,Ib, c 6pjc(X), F,, ‘1, F in Y;<(X), f,zE Si;, 
n > 1, and f,, 2 f in L’(X), then f e SL.. 
Proof: For every s*( .) E L”(X$) and every n > 1, we have 
<-\-*,fn> 6 Qp*,, 
where (., .) denotes the duality brackets for the pair (L’(X), L “(A’$)). 
Since F,, H_, F in 
s 
y.;,.@-)t os$~*) = jn OF~~~,,,(.~*(~)) h(O) + 
R a,,,,(?c*(w)) +(w) = a,;(,~*). Also because f,, -5 f in L’(X), 
(x*,fn) -+ (x*, f ). So in the limit as n + x, we have (s*, .f) <a,;(.~*). 
Since x* E L”(X$) was arbitrary, we conclude that f E Sk. Q.E.D. 
8. SET VALUED RANDOM PROCESSES 
In this section we prove a set valued version of Doob’s submartingale 
convergence theorem. Our result extends Proposition IV-5 of Van Cutsem 
[ 191 which was proved for R”-valued random sets. 
Let GLL be a increasing sequence of complete sub-o-fields of 2 s.t. 
ZW. Let {LLZL be an adapted sequence of integrably bounded multi- 
functions. We say that (F,, Z,,},,>, is a set valued submartingale, if 
F,(o) c E”F, + L(co) p-a.e. 
THEOREM 8.1. If X* is separable and {F,,, Z, j,, a , is a set valued 
submartingale s.t. F,,(oJ) E W(w) p-a.e. lvith W( . ) E 6p~.,,(X), and having 
symmetric values then there exists FE U:J X) s.t. F( co) E W(o) p-a.e. and 
F,(o) 4 F(w) p-a.e. 
Proof. Let ?c* E X* and onsider the R-valued random process 
bJFn,(.1(-~*)7 ~n~n,l. Using Theorem 7.1 of [14], we can see that this is a 
real submartingale which clearly satisfies Doob’s condition. So 
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oF”,w)(-~*) + $(w, WY*) for all w  ESZ’\N(X*), p(N(s*))=O. Let D,* be a 
countable dense subset of X* and let D* be the countable set of rational 
linear combinations of elements in D,*. Then for all x* E D*, aF,,,<,,,(x*) -+ 
&w, x*) for wes2\N, p(N)=0 (take N= lJreED. N(x*)). Note that 
Iqqw, x*) -fp(w, )**)I < occ,,,,(-Y* - I’*) f or all x*, y* E D* and recall that 
0 H.(. ) is continuous on X*. So for w  E Sz \,N, &w, . ) is uniformly con- 
tinuous on D* and thus it admits a unique continuous extension d(o, . ). 
Observe that &w, .) is sublinear and I&w, x*)1 <o.~,~,,,(x*). So there 
exists F(w)EP,,&X) s.t. &CIA .Y*)=~~,~,,,(.x*). Let w~52‘,,,N, ,u(N)=O, 
and .Y* E X*. We can find {.Y:, jm 3 , s D* s.t. x:, A s*. Then 
~F”,~“,(~~~) +~~,,“,cczJ as n + x8 (Doob’s theorem), while from the con- 
tinuity of &w, .) = gRw,( .), we have C~ ,“,, (x,l;) + c~,~,,)(.Y*). Thus by a 
diagonalization we can find n + M(H) and increasing sequence s.t. 
aFn,,,,,(.CL,) + ~F,r,,J.~* 1. So we have 
IO F”lw,(-~*)- ~F,<U,(-Y*)I 
6 kJf”,*>,(-~*)- ~F,,,C~,,(~G2,)l + lo,,~,,,,,(.~~,,,l,)-o,,,,,(,~*)l 
~~w,c”,(-~* -Mel,,,)+ I~F,,,~,,,(-y~(,,))-~F I,,,, (-~*)I +o as n+x’. 
so w + fJF,‘(w,(x*) . 1s measurable * F( .) E Yk,JX), F(w) G W(w) p-a.e. 
and F,,(o) I\ F(w) p-a.e. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If dim X-C Y),, then F,,(w) h, F(w) p-a.e. This follows directly 
from the results of Salinetti and Wets [16, 171. In fact in this case we can 
drop the pointwise boundedness by W( . ) hypothesis and instead assume 
that IlF,,(~)I ln2, is uniformly integrable. 
9. APPROXIMATION PROBLEMS 
In this section we present two applications in approximation-optimiza- 
tion. 
THEOREM 9.1. If X* is separable, WEY~,JX), K= (FELZ’$JX): 
F(w) E W(w) p-a.e.}, and GE U;<(X), then there exists FE K s.t. d(G, K) = 
inf{d(G, F): FE K} = d(G, P). 
ProojI Let {F,, } ,12, c K be a minimizing sequence, i.e., A( G, F,,) J d( G, K). 
From Theorem 5.1 we know that by passing to a subsequence if necessary, 
we may assume that F,, -% E in U;,,,.(X) and FE K. From the definition 
of the metric A( ., ) we have 
IlfJG,.)cY*(‘))-~ F .,., (x*f.))II, GA(G, F,,) 
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for every x*(.)ELx(X*)= [L’(X)]* with IIx*ll x d 1. Since F, L F in 
U,‘,,,,.(X), we have that o,~,.,(x*(.))~ a~, ,(.u*( .)) in L’(R). Recalling 
that the norm is w-1.s.c. we have 
<I&I I~ac,.,(.u*(.))-o, “,., (.u*(.)(.~*(~))/l, =h 4G F,,)=d(G K) 
= RI s a,,,,,,(x*(u~)) - a~,,,,b*(o))l 44~) d 4G K) 
for all .u*( .)EL”(X*), Ilx*ll% < 1 
* sup s I~,,&*(~)) - onc,,,(x*(o))l 4dw) d4G, Kh llr*ll 1. G 1 Q 
Applying Theorem 2.2 of Hiai and Umegaki [S], we get that 
J SUP Ia,,,, -a~,w,(-~*)l 44~) < 4G, W 0 llY*ll s I 
=a 
! 
- h(G(o), &o)dp(o))=A(G, p)<d(G, K). 
R 
Since FE K, we conclude that d(G, F) = d( G, K). 
Another result in this direction is the following. 
QED. 
THEOREM 9.2. If  W~dio:~(X), K= {FEY:,.(X): F(w)& W(w) p-a.e.}, 
and g:K+R! is A-kc. and contlex, then there exists FE K s.t. 
nz = inf{ g(F): FE K} = g(E). 
Proof: Let (F,,),z, - cKs.t. g(F,)<nz+(1/2”)nBl.UsingTheorem5.1 
and passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that F,, L I’ 
in U,!.,,(X). We claim that F?E YIC(X). Recall that for all .Y* E X* and all 
o E B\N, p(N) = 0, we have 
lfJF,cJ-Y * )I daCi’,<,,, -y ( *i 
But since f&‘(o ) E P,J X), 0 CC.,~,( . ) is sequentially ul*-continuous. Hence 
so is OhCu,( .) for w~sZ’\N, p(N)=0 = F(o) E Pkr(X) p-a.e. Apply Theorem 
6.1 to get G,(o)=C~=O~~F,+k(~)~Pk,.(X) s.t. G,AF? Since g(.) is 
A-1.s.c. we have g(F) < ht~ g(G,i). Also exploiting the convexity of g( . ), we 
get 
k=O 
*g(f)d!&~ g(G,)<m. 
But recall that FE K. So g(f) = m. Q.E.D. 
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10. CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Consider the following linear, distributed parameter control systems with 
time varying control constraints: 
1 
.~(r)=A(t).u(r)+B(r)u,,(r) 
x(0) = I”, u,, E $ 1 
(*Lz 
and 
{ 
.~(t)=A(t).Y(t)+B(t)u(t) 
x(0) = so, u E s:. 1. 
(*I 
Let T= [0, b] and assume that X, Y are two separable Banach 
spaces, modelling the state and the control state, respectively. Also let 
bwJ,,o be a family of linear, densely defined, unbounded linear 
operators that generates a strongly continuous evolution operator S: A = 
((~,s)ETxT:O~S~~~~) -+ 2’(X). We will assume that S(t, s) is 
compact for t-s > 0. Also let BE L’( T, Y( Y, X)). By a solution of ( *),z 
(resp. of ( * ) ), we understand a mild solution X( . ) E C( T, X), 
s(~)=S(~,O)-Y~+S~S(~,S)B(S)U(S)~S, [ET, UES~,” (resp. UES~!). Let 
P,J?r,) c C( T, X) denote the solution set of (*),, and P(.u,) E C( T, X) the 
solution set of (*). 
THEOREM 10.1. If  iu,,, u, W},>,GY i,kc(X)r U,(f)c W(r) 
Cl,, 4 U in -r;P!JX), then P,,(x,) % P(x,) in C( T, X). 
ae., and 
Proof. 
- 
Let X( .) E w-hm P,,(.u,). Then by definition we can find a sub- 
sequence .Y,,~ E P,rr(~~O) and x,,, A x in C( T, X). By definition for every 
k 2 1, -u,Jt) = S(t, O)X, + jr, S(r, s) B(s) U&Y) ds, t E T, unA E S;,“, c_ S;. 
From Proposition 3.1 of [ 111, we know that the latter set is bc-compact in 
L’(X). So by passing to a further subsequence if necessary, we may assume 
that u,~, -% u in L’(Y) and from Theorem 7.3 we have that UE St.. 
Then .~,,~(t) II) S(r, 0)-u,+ j’b s(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, ZE T-x(t) = S(t, 0)x,+ 
Sbs(‘,~)B(s)u(~)dsr~T, UES:. 3 X( . ) E P(x,). So we have shown that 
- 
w-lim P,(x,) E P(q). (1) 
Next let YE C( T, X). From [ 151, we know that P(+)E P,JC( T, X)). 
So we can find X( . ) E P(q) s.t. d( y, P(x,,)) = inf{ II ,r - ~‘11 ~ : x’ E P(q)} = 
II I’ - XII r. By definition there exists u E S:: s.t. x(t) = S(t, O).u, + 
j:, s(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, [ET. Let $r,~)=S(t,.s) for (t,s)~A and 0 
for (t, s) E (T x T)‘.,A. Let H,,(t, s) = $(r, s) B(s) U,(s), H(t, s) = 
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S(t, s) B(s) U(s), and V(t, s)=$t, s) B(s) W(s). Then for each TV T, 
cHn(rl .)l H(r3 .)? v(ft .)) 
,,~i~LZ’~ (X) and H,,(t.s)~ V(t,s) a.e. Also if 
S* E L”(X;*) we have ji 0 H. ,,,(, (.;*( )) d q-h fJc. ,,,(B*( ) g*(t ,s \ s . ) .a*( )) 
Since IIE*(s) S*(t, s) .u*(s)ll < 11B11 ~ b l,.y:l T “(where liS;l. s)~I~,~-, < M), 
we have that s-+B*(s) S*(t,s)s*(s) is in L’(X$) and since by 
hypothesis U,, A U, we have J{ CJ 
j-i cJ,.,.,,(B*(s) S*(t, s) s*(s)) & = J” 
[ ,,,,,) (B*(s) S*(t, s) s*(s)) ds + 
o ~~,,.~,~(i,~,rj(-~*(~)) ds==: gH,r ..,, (-u*(s)) ds 
+H,,(t,.)LH(t..) in SPA,(X) for all JET. Observe that S(t,.)B(.) 
~4~W&,..,. Applying Theorem 7.1 we know that we can find h:,( .)E 
%:jBI-IL(.) s.t. s: h:(s) ds + 1; s(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds. Consider the multi- 
function R:, : T -+ 2 i-‘,,, {@ ) defined by 
R;,(s)= (14~ U,,(s): h;,(s)= S(r. s) B(s)u] 
~GrR:,={(s,u)EGrLi,,:h:,(s)=S(r,s)B(s)u}EB(T)xB(Y) 
(recall that Gr U, E B(T) x B( Y), since U,,( ) is measurable, see Wagner 
[20]). Applying Aumann’s selection theorem, we can find u,, : T -+ Y 
measurable s.t. u,(s) E R:,(s) a.e. So h:,(s) = S(r, s) B(s) 14,J.s). Thus 
we have jr, s(t, s) B(s) u,,(s) ds -+ jh S(r, s) B(s) u(s) ds, t E T. Set -u,,(t) = 
S(r, 0)x, + lh S(r, s) B(s) U,,(S) ds, r E T. Clearly I,,( .) E P,(.K,) and since 
u II > I P,(.v,) is compact in C( T, X) (see [15]), we get that x,,( .) -+ .u( .) 
in C(T, X). So I/~,-s,,ll x + I/,~sll I.. Since d(y, P,,(s,))< II.Fx,,II l., 
T- 
we have hm d( ~9, P,,(x,)) d II J - .YII / = d( ~3, P(x,)) and so from 
Theorem 2.2(ii) of Tsukada [IS], we have that 
P( x0 ) G s-b P,,(xo ). (2) 
From (1) and (2) above we get that P,Js,) 3 P(s,). Q.E.D. 
Remarks. ( 1) If S:, = {u,, ) and St, = (u I, then theorem becomes a 
continuous dependence result saying that the map u + .X(U) from Sl,. with 
the weak topology into C( T, X) with the strong topology, is continuous. 
(2) If E,,(r)= I.Y,,(~):.Y,,(.)EP,,(~,)~ and E(r)= {.u(t):~(.)~P(s,)) 
(the reachable sets a time t E T), then using Theorem 10.1 it is easy to check 
that E,,(t) K E(t) for all t E T. 
Next let 4: X+ R be continuous, convex and set m, = 
inf{&z):zEE,(b)J and m=inf{&z): z~E(b)}. We will check the relation 
of the values of these terminal control problems. 
THEOREM 10.2. I f  the hypotheses of Theorem 10.1 hold and q5(. ) is as 
above, then nl,, + m. 
Proof: Since E,,(b) E Plic( X), n 2 1, we can find s, E P,(.u,) s.t. 
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m, = d(,~,,(b)). Since U,z2L P,,(s,) is relatively compact in C( T, X), by 
passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that x,, + .Y in 
CC T, J3 * .~,(b) * .u(b)EE(h)~m6lim~(x,(b))=limm,. So 
111 < !i&l i??,,. (1) 
Also let X( .) E P(x,,) s.t. m = #(-x(b)). Since E,(b) 3 E(b) * 
6 E,,h,( . ) i 6,,,,(. ) ( see Mosco [lo] and Salinetti and Wets [ 161) where 
6 E,,h,(z)=O if z~E,,(b), +rr, otherwise (similarly for 6,,,,( .)). So 
d+SE”,hb T-r $+SE,h,. Using Lemma 1.10 of Mosco [lo], we can find 
s,,(h) E E,,(h) s.t. .u,,(h)--i x(b) and lim[&-x,Jb)) + 6,,,,(.u,(h))] 6 
~(s(b))+6,,,,(x(h))=~(~K(b))=m. so 
lim m,, 6 m. (2) 
From ( 1) and (2) above we deduce that m,, -+ m. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE. Let T= [0,6] and Z a bounded domain R” with smooth 
boundary. SZ = I-. On T x Z we consider the following parabolic optimal 
control problems: 
&I, .u(b, 3)) dz + inf = m,, 
~-A.K(t,=)=(h(t,-),u(t,;)) 
(*):I 
and the limit problem 
I 
&z,.u(h,z))dz+inf=m 
. 
s t a.44 =) 
. . ~-Ax(r,~)=(b(t,--),u(t,;)) 
8: 
.u(t,z)=Oon TxT 
x(0, z) = x0(z) on {O} xZ 
lu(r, =)I d r(t, 2) 
In this case X= L2(Z), A = A with D(A)= HA(Z) n H’(Z)5 L’(Z) 
densely, and Y= L:(Z) (control space). It is well known that A generates 
a strongly continuous semigroup {S(r)}, 30 s.t. S(t) is compact for f > 0. 
Assume b(t, .) E L:(Z) and t + b(t, .) belongs in L “( T, Y) and that 
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4: Z x R + w is Caratheodory, convex s.t. q$( ., J( .)) E L’ for all J(.) E 
L’(Z). Also let rn, reL’(TxZ), I-,~A~ in L’(TxZ) and Ilr,,(t,.)I/,, 
IIT(~,.)(I~<~(~) a.e. with MEL’+. Set U,(r)= {UE Y: llu(z)ll <r,,(t.z) a.e. 
on Z} and U(t)= {UE Y: Ilu(z dr(r, z) a.e. on Zl. Since t-,,L v in 
L’( TX Z), we can easily check that U,, II 15: in y,‘,.,,(Y) and U,(t). 
U(t)s W(t) a.e., where W(r)= (UE Y: Ilull <I),, W(.)EP’~,,~~(Y). Finally 
let B(.)EL”(T,Y(Y,X)) be defined by (B(r)u)(z)=(h(f,:), u(z)). Then 
the dynamics of (*)L and (* )’ can be written in the abstract form (* ),, and 
(*). Let P,(x,)c C(T, L’(Z)) be the trajectories of (*);! and P(.u,)c 
C( T, L’(Z)) the trajectories of (*)‘. Then Theorem 10.1 tells us that 
Pho 1 K P(.u,), while Theorem 10.2 tells us that m,, + no. 
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